Marigolds information sheet
What is the difference between deep cleaning and regular
cleaning?

Kitchen Deep Cleans and Extractor Fans
We often get asked what the difference is between regular cleaning and deep
Cleaning..
Regular cleaning is what your cleaning/kitchen staff do on a regular basis. To
maintain a certain level of cleanliness.
This will cover:


hoovering and mopping the floors



cleaning bathrooms – sink, mirror, and toilet



Tidying up



cleaning the kitchen – wiping down work surfaces, cupboard doors, hobs etc.

Deep cleaning is very different and is often desirable before an inspection from
Health and Hygiene, Ofsted or to maintain a Healthy environment.
Deep cleaning is different from regular or spring cleaning because it reaches the
deep grime and dirt in your Kitchen/school/workplace It covers areas which aren’t
traditionally covered by a regular clean for example:


behind kitchen appliances, cutting through the grime that builds up



skirting boards



under the sink and on tiles



re-whitening grout



inside of window frames and extractor fans



inside of all windows



full wipe down of walls and ceiling.



scale removal from all bathroom tiles, kitchen tiles, urinals, taps, etc.



Scrub and polish of the floor area to maintain the slip resistant properties of the
floor.

Extractor Fans in commercial kitchens usually require degreasing at least every two
years to be insurance compliant, if there is ever a fire your insurance company will
want to know when it was last cleaned professionally. We can help by supplying a
comprehensive report of work carried out along with photographic evidence.
Deep Cleaning Bathrooms
As well as covering what a regular clean would, deep cleaning the bathroom
means cleaning underneath and behind the sinks and pipe work and using
professional lime scale remover to remove built up scale from all taps, tiles,
partitions and flooring. We will often re-whiten old grout and replace the old
sealant when necessary. Ceilings and Walls are washed down then we Steam
clean the whole area to make sure it's totally hygienic
This is of course reflected in the time it takes to carry out the clean. Most regular
cleaning is done for 30 minutes per bathroom or kitchen by one person. A deep
clean often takes 5-6 hours and is carried out by two staff. We supply you with a
comprehensive report of all work carried out, including pictures. All of our staff
are enhanced Dbs checked (CRB ) and our work is fully guaranteed.

Professional Carpet Cleaning
Our carpet cleaners’ use tried and tested chemicals that will restore your carpets
to their original appearance. Our Professional carpet cleaning service is not only
competitively priced and guaranteed but we only use Prochem™ Chemicals
which are considered by many to be the market leader in providing
biodegradable/safe stain removal chemicals to the cleaning industry. Our
cleaning equipment which included our hot water extraction and steam cleaners
have a proven track record in removing dirt, grime and stains from most fabrics
and materials. Our machines are so powerful that your carpets and rugs will be
dry, clean and fresh within 3 hours from start to completion.

Please have a browse through some of our before and after pictures, we think
you’ll agree that the difference is amazing. These are all local Derby Schools
where we have done “one off deep cleans” or we maintain them on a “6 month
basis” The head teachers are thrilled with our standard of work and we believe

you will be too. (References available on request). And of course we are
members of the Derby Trading Standards Buy With Confidence Scheme so all of
our work is guaranteed.
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If you haven't met us before, you'll be amazed at our
prices, we'll beat any quote and all of our work is
guaranteed. We are booking up fast for the six weeks
holiday, let us give you a no obligation quote and book now
to save 10%. Marigolds for carpet cleaning, extractor fans,
bathrooms, builders cleans, shiny floors, sparkly interiors,
we meet your needs and exceed your expectations. All
cleaning operatives Enhanced Dbs checked.
Why not call us today.
Nikki on 01332 732793 / 07742 515329
email - marigoldscleaning@gmx.com
Find us on Facebook or at
www.marigoldscleaningservicesltd.co.uk

